Journalist and political leader. Official stenographer’s reports (1945–1946) of the eight hearings of the U.S. Federal Power Commission’s investigation of the natural gas industry; and reports (1947–1948) containing the findings of the commission. Also included in this collection are supporting documents (1924–1943) used during the investigation, including maps, charts, publications, and reports. Among the publications are the annual reports (1924–1940) of the Federal Power Commission, of which Wimberly was vice chairman.
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Staff Reports of Federal Power Commission Natural Gas Investigation Docket No. 6-580

“Field Prices for Natural Gas” Sept. 1947, 141 pp

“Interfuel Competition” Nov. 1947, 141 pp

“Problems of Long Distance Transportation of Natural Gas” Aug. 1947, 128 pp
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Hearing VIII, pp 12, 547-13, 479 (July 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25)

Box 14
Natural Gas Investigation Docket No. G-580, Exhibits (1—195) related maps, charts, etc.

Box 15
Natural Gas Investigation Exhibits (232-303), related maps, charts, etc.
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Natural Gas Investigation Digest of Daily Record

Natural Gas Investigation, Summary Statements of Position and Recommendation
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Federal Power Commission—1948
Natural Gas Investigation
Report of: Commissioners Leland Olds and Claude L. Draper pp 1—58

Annual Reports of the Federal Power Commission: 6 vols
  Fourth Report-1924
  Fifth Report-1925
  Eighth Report-1928
  Ninth Report-1929
  Nineteenth Report-1939
  Twentieth Report-1940
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Congressional Record Tear Sheets on Congressional Debates Re: Kerr Bill


Hearing III New Orleans Exhibits 194-200
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Part 1 and Part 2, Natural Gas Investigation, A-580, B-366